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Evolution and Function of the Plant Cell Wall
Synthesis-Related Glycosyltransferase Family 81[W][OA]
Yanbin Yin, Huiling Chen, Michael G. Hahn, Debra Mohnen*, and Ying Xu
Computational Systems Biology Laboratory and Institute of Bioinformatics (Y.Y., H.C., Y.X.), BioEnergy
Science Center (Y.Y., M.G.H., D.M., Y.X.), Department of Plant Biology (M.G.H.), Complex Carbohydrate
Research Center (M.G.H., D.M.), and Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (D.M., Y.X.),
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602

Carbohydrate-active enzyme glycosyltransferase family 8 (GT8) includes the plant galacturonosyltransferase1-related gene
family of proven and putative a-galacturonosyltransferase (GAUT) and GAUT-like (GATL) genes. We computationally
identified and investigated this family in 15 fully sequenced plant and green algal genomes and in the National Center for
Biotechnology Information nonredundant protein database to determine the phylogenetic relatedness of the GAUTs
and GATLs to other GT8 family members. The GT8 proteins fall into three well-delineated major classes. In addition to
GAUTs and GATLs, known or predicted to be involved in plant cell wall biosynthesis, class I also includes a lower plantspecific GAUT and GATL-related (GATR) subfamily, two metazoan subfamilies, and proteins from other eukaryotes and
cyanobacteria. Class II includes galactinol synthases and plant glycogenin-like starch initiation proteins that are not known to
be directly involved in cell wall synthesis, as well as proteins from fungi, metazoans, viruses, and bacteria. Class III consists
almost entirely of bacterial proteins that are lipooligo/polysaccharide a-galactosyltransferases and a-glucosyltransferases.
Sequence motifs conserved across all GT8 subfamilies and those specific to plant cell wall-related GT8 subfamilies were
identified and mapped onto a predicted GAUT1 protein structure. The tertiary structure prediction identified sequence motifs
likely to represent key amino acids involved in catalysis, substrate binding, protein-protein interactions, and structural
elements required for GAUT1 function. The results show that the GAUTs, GATLs, and GATRs have a different evolutionary
origin than other plant GT8 genes, were likely acquired from an ancient cyanobacterium (Synechococcus) progenitor, and
separate into unique subclades that may indicate functional specialization.

Plant cell walls are composed of three principal
types of polysaccharides: cellulose, hemicellulose, and
pectin. Studying the biosynthesis and degradation of
these biopolymers is important because cell walls have
multiple roles in plants, including providing structural
support to cells and defense against pathogens, serving as cell-specific developmental and differentiation
markers, and mediating or facilitating cell-cell communication. In addition to their important roles within
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plants, cell walls also have many economic uses in
human and animal nutrition and as sources of natural
textile fibers, paper and wood products, and components of fine chemicals and medicinal products. The
study of the biosynthesis and biodegradation of plant
cell walls has become even more significant because cell
walls are the major components of biomass (Mohnen
et al., 2008), which is the most promising renewable
source for the production of biofuels and biomaterials
(Ragauskas et al., 2006; Pauly and Keegstra, 2008).
Analyses of fully sequenced plant genomes have revealed that they encode hundreds or even thousands
of carbohydrate-active enzymes (CAZy; Henrissat
et al., 2001; Yokoyama and Nishitani, 2004; GeislerLee et al., 2006). Most of these CAZy enzymes (Cantarel
et al., 2009) are glycosyltransferases (GTs) or glycoside
hydrolases, which are key players in plant cell wall
biosynthesis and modification (Cosgrove, 2005).
The CAZy database is classified into 290 protein
families (www.cazy.org; release of September 2008),
of which 92 are GT families (Cantarel et al., 2009). A
number of the GT families have been previously
characterized to be involved in plant cell wall biosynthesis. For example, the GT2 family is known to
include cellulose synthases and some hemicellulose
backbone synthases (Lerouxel et al., 2006), such as
mannan synthases (Dhugga et al., 2004; Liepman et al.,
2005), putative xyloglucan synthases (Cocuron et al.,
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2007), and mixed linkage glucan synthases (Burton
et al., 2006). With respect to the synthesis of xylan, a
type of hemicellulose, four Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis
thaliana) proteins from the GT43 family, irregular
xylem 9 (IRX9), IRX14, IRX9-L, and IRX14-L, and two
proteins from the GT47 family, IRX10 and IRX10-L, are
candidates (York and O’Neill, 2008) for glucuronoxylan backbone synthases (Brown et al., 2007, 2009;
Lee et al., 2007a; Peña et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2009). In
addition, three proteins have been implicated in the
synthesis of an oligosaccharide thought to act either
as a primer or terminator in xylan synthesis (Peña
et al., 2007): two from the GT8 family (IRX8/GAUT12
[Persson et al., 2007] and PARVUS/GATL1 [Brown
et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2007b]) and one from the GT47
family (FRA8/IRX7 [Zhong et al., 2005]).
The GT families involved in the biosynthesis of
pectins have been relatively less studied until recently.
In 2006, a gene in CAZy family GT8 was shown to
encode a functional homogalacturonan a-galacturonosyltransferase, GAUT1 (Sterling et al., 2006). GAUT1
belongs to a 25-member gene family in Arabidopsis,
the GAUT1-related gene family, that includes two
distinct but closely related families, the galacturonosyltransferase (GAUT) genes and the galacturonosyltransferase-like (GATL) genes (Sterling et al., 2006).
Another GAUT gene, GAUT8/QUA1, has been suggested to be involved in pectin and/or xylan synthesis,
based on the phenotypes of plant lines carrying mutations in this gene (Bouton et al., 2002; Orfila et al.,
2005). It has further been suggested that multiple
members of the GT8 family are galacturonosyltransferases involved in pectin and/or xylan biosynthesis
(Mohnen, 2008; Caffall and Mohnen, 2009; Caffall
et al., 2009).
Aside from the 25 GAUT and GATL genes, Arabidopsis has 16 other family GT8 genes, according to the
CAZy database, which do not seem to have the conserved sequence motifs found in GAUTs and GATLs:
HxxGxxKPW and GLG (Sterling et al., 2006). Eight of
these 16 genes are annotated as galactinol synthase
(GolS) by The Arabidopsis Information Resource
(TAIR; www.arabidopsis.org), and three of these
AtGolS enzymes have been implicated in the synthesis
of raffinose family oligosaccharides that are associated
with stress tolerance (Taji et al., 2002). The other eight
Arabidopsis GT8 genes are annotated as plant
glycogenin-like starch initiation proteins (PGSIPs) in
TAIR. PGSIPs have been proposed to be involved in
the synthesis of primers necessary for starch biosynthesis (Chatterjee et al., 2005). Hence, the GT8 family
is a protein family consisting of enzymes with very
distinct proven and proposed functions. Indeed, a
suggestion has been made to split the GT8 family into
two groups (Sterling et al., 2006), namely, the cell wall
biosynthesis-related genes (GAUTs and GATLs) and
the non-cell wall synthesis-related genes (GolSs and
PGSIPs).
We are interested in further defining the functions of
the GAUT and GATL proteins in plants, in particular
1730

their role(s) in plant cell wall synthesis. The apparent
disparate functions of the GT8 family (i.e. the GAUTs
and GATLs as proven and putative plant cell wall
polysaccharide biosynthetic a-galacturonosyltransferases, the eukaryotic GolSs as a-galactosyltransferases that synthesize the first step in the synthesis of the
oligosaccharides stachyose and raffinose, the putative
PGSIPs, and the large bacterial GT8 family of diverse
a-glucosyltransferases and a-galactosyltransferases
involved in lipopolysaccharide and lipooligosaccharide synthesis) indicate that the GT8 family members
are involved in several unique types of glycoconjugate
and glycan biosynthetic processes (Yin et al., 2010).
This observation led us to ask whether any of the GT8
family members are sufficiently closely related to
GAUT and GATL genes to be informative regarding
GAUT or GATL biosynthetic function(s) and/or mechanism(s).
To investigate the relatedness of the members of the
GT8 gene family, we carried out a detailed phylogenetic analysis of the entire GT8 family in 15 completely
sequenced plant and green algal genomes (Table I) and
also included GT8 proteins from the National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) nonredundant
protein database (NCBI-nr), the largest protein sequence database worldwide. Our specific goal was to
define GT8 orthologs across different plant genomes
and to investigate the evolutionary relationships
among the different GT8 subfamilies. During this
study, we also identified both conserved amino acid
sequence motifs present in all GT8 subfamilies and
those motifs specific to the GT8 subfamilies relevant to
cell wall synthesis. Lastly, we analyzed these motifs in
terms of their structural locations and possible functions based on a predicted GAUT1 protein tertiary
(3D) structure to provide information that can be used
to direct future GAUT and GATL structure-function
studies.

RESULTS
In Silico Identification of GT8 Proteins

GT8 proteins in 15 genomes (Table I) and in the
NCBI-nr database were identified using an HMMER
search (Finn et al., 2006) for the Pfam Glyco_transf_8
(PF01501; 345 amino acids long) domain (referred to as
the GT8 domain throughout this article; for details, see
“Materials and Methods”) as the query. This HMMER
search, using an E-value cutoff of #1e-2, identified
378 nonidentical GT8 domains in 378 proteins from the
15 genomes, which are herein referred to as the
15genome-GT8 set. During the search, if two sequences
of varying length but 100% identical over the shorter
length were identified, only the longer one was kept.
In addition, another 1,708 GT8 domains in 1,701 proteins were identified in the NCBI-nr database and
termed the nr-GT8 set. The two data sets were combined and the redundant sequences were removed (for
Plant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010
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Table I. The nine plant and six green algal genomes used in this study
JGI, Joint Genome Institute; TIGR, The Institute for Genomic Research.
Abbreviation

mpc
mpr
ol
ot
cr
vc
pp
sm
pt
at
vv
gm
os
sb
bd

Clade

Species

Genome Published

Downloaded from

Green algae
Green algae
Green algae
Green algae
Green algae
Green algae
Moss
Spike moss
Dicot
Dicot
Dicot
Dicot
Monocot
Monocot
Monocot

Micromonas pusilla CCMP1545
Micromonas strain RCC299
Ostreococcus lucimarinus
Ostreococcus tauri
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
Volvox carteri f. nagariensis
Physcomitrella patens ssp. patens
Selaginella moellendorffii
Populus trichocarpa
Arabidopsis thaliana
Vitis vinifera
Glycine max
Oryza sativa
Sorghum bicolor
Brachypodium distachyon

Worden et al. (2009)
Worden et al. (2009)
Palenik et al. (2007)
Derelle et al. (2006)
Merchant et al. (2007)
No
Rensing et al. (2008)
No
Tuskan et al. (2006)
Arabidopsis Genome Initiative (2000)
Jaillon et al. (2007)
Schmutz et al. (2010)
Goff et al. (2002); Yu et al. (2002)
Paterson et al. (2009)
Vogel et al. (2010)

JGI version 2.0
JGI version 2.0
JGI version 1.0
JGI version 1.0
JGI version 3.0
JGI version 1.0
JGI version 1.1
JGI version 1.0
JGI version 1.1
TAIR version 9.0
http://www.genoscope.cns.fr/
JGI version 1.0
TIGR version 6.1
JGI version 1.0
JGI version 1.0

details, see “Materials and Methods”) to generate a
single set containing 918 nonredundant GT8 domain
sequences, called the all-GT8 set. This set contains all
of the GT8 genes in Arabidopsis identified previously
(Sterling et al., 2006) and no non-GT8 genes. The
15genome-GT8 set and all-GT8 set and additional
gene identifier information are available in Supplemental Table S1.
Phylogenetic Classification of Plant GT8 Proteins into
Different Subfamilies

A phylogenetic tree for the 15genome-GT8 set was
constructed based on the multiple sequence alignment
of the full-length sequence of 378 GT8 proteins from
plants. As shown in Figure 1, seven major monophyletic clusters form, representing seven different GT8
clades, six of which contain Arabidopsis genes that
have been studied previously. Specifically, the GAUT
clade contains 15 Arabidopsis GAUT proteins (Sterling
et al., 2006), the GATL clade contains 10 Arabidopsis
GATL proteins (Sterling et al., 2006), the GolS clade
contains eight Arabidopsis GolS proteins (Taji et al.,
2002), and the three PGSIP clades contain eight Arabidopsis PGSIP proteins (Chatterjee et al., 2005). Furthermore, several of the GT8 clades are split into multiple
subclades. Specifically, the GAUT clade is subdivided
into seven subclades, the GATL clade into at least five
subclades, and the PGSIP-A clade into at least four
subclades, based on the groupings within each clade.
The number of proteins in each of the GT8 clades,
calculated based on the groupings given in Figure 1, is
shown in Table II.
The following novel observations can be made
about this phylogenetic tree and the associated clade
classifications. (1) The plant cell wall synthesis-related
GAUT/GATL clades are phylogenetically distant from
the other plant GT8 clades (i.e. GolS and PGSIP). (2)
From lower plants to higher plants, there is a sharp
increase in the number of GT8 genes, especially in the
Plant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010

GAUT and GATL clades. (3) In total, 25 moss and 25
spike moss GT8 proteins (Table II) are found in the
phylogeny (Fig. 1). Among them, four moss and two
spike moss proteins form a monophyletic cluster, the
seventh major GT8 clade of Figure 1, closest to the
GAUT clade. However, the phylogenetic position of
this lower plant-specific clade cannot be determined
unambiguously from the phylogenetic analyses performed here, since its location varies depending on
whether the full-length protein sequences (Fig. 1) or
the GT8 domains (Supplemental Fig. S1) are used for
the analyses (see below). We have given the name
GAUT- and GATL-Related (GATR) to the proteins in
this clade. The homology search against the NCBI-nr
database also found another protein (GenBank gi:
116790957) from the conifer Picea sitchensis that clusters
into the GATR clade. In addition, within the GAUT
clade, proteins from either moss or spike moss or both
are found in four of the seven GAUT subclades: the
ones containing AtGAUT1 to AtGAUT3, AtGAUT8
and AtGAUT9, AtGAUT10 and AtGAUT11, and
AtGAUT12 to AtGAUT15. Five moss proteins and
one spike moss protein are found in the GATL clade,
with the former placed basal to the rest of the GATL
subclades. There are no Physcomitrella proteins in the
GolS clade, which, however, does include four Selaginella proteins. Each of the three PGSIP clades contains
both moss and spike moss proteins. (4) Two green
algal GT8 proteins were identified. One of them, from
Ostreococcus lucimarinus (GenBank gi: 145356270), is
placed ancestral to the land plant GAUT and GATR
clades. The other, from Volvox carteri f. nagariensis (not
found in GenBank; JGI release identifier estExt_
fgenesh4_pg.C_460009), is clustered with the PGSIP-B
clade. (5) The eight Arabidopsis PGSIP proteins are
grouped into three clades. The first one, PGSIP-A,
includes the Arabidopsis PGSIP1 to PGSIP5 proteins.
The PGSIP-B and PGSIP-C clades cluster with the GolS
clade with a supporting value of 76%. Note that the
FastTree program (Price et al., 2009), which was used
1731
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Figure 1. Phylogeny of 378 full-length GT8 proteins. The multiple sequence alignment of the full-length proteins was performed
using the MAFFT version 6.603 program (Katoh et al., 2005) with the L-INS-I method. The phylogeny was reconstructed using the
FastTree version 2.1.1 program (Price et al., 2009). The local support values beside the nodes were computed by resampling
the site likelihoods 1,000 times and performing the Shimodaira Hasegawa test to show the confidence levels with regard to the
clustering of relevant proteins into one group. Selected supporting values greater than 70% are shown. Major clades are
identified by names: GAUT, GATL, GATR, GolS, and PGSIP. The phylogeny is displayed using the Interactive Tree of Life Web
server (Letunic and Bork, 2007). An easier to view version of this figure is available online in the html version of the article.

to generate the phylogenies shown in Figures 1 and 2,
tends to give very similar phylogenetic topology and
classification but higher supporting values compared
1732

with traditional maximum likelihood programs like
PhyML (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003), so that at least
80% is considered to be a “good” supporting value in
Plant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010
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Table II. The number of genes from different plant and algal genomes in different GT8 clades
Abbreviationa

mpc
mpr
ol
ot
cr
vc
pp
sm
pt
at
vv
gm
os
sb
bd
Total

All

GAUT

GATL

GATR

GolS

PGSIP-A

PGSIP-B

PGSIP-C

0
0
1
0
0
1
25
25
51
41
37
79b
39e
36
36
371g

0
0
0
0
0
0
9
10
23
15
14
37c
22
19
19
168h

0
0
1
0
0
0
5
1
12
10
7
18
8
7
6
75

0
0
0
0
0
0
4
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
9
8
10
6d
2f
2
2
44i

0
0
0
0
0
0
3
5
6
5
4
12
3
5
5
48

0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
1
1
4
2
1
2
16

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
2
1
2
2
2
2
15

a
b-i
See Table I for full species names.
The numbers are 85, 39, 10, 40, 3, 378, 170, and 48,
respectively, when alternatively spliced variants are included.

our experience. In this sense, the clustering of the GolS
clade with the PGSIP-B and PGSIP-C clades is not
significantly supported. The PGSIP-B clade includes
the Arabidopsis PGSIP6 protein, and the PGSIP-C
clade includes the Arabidopsis PGSIP7 and PGSIP8
proteins.
In addition to the full-length protein phylogeny, we
also generated a phylogeny using the GT8 domains
(Supplemental Fig. S1), which is the most highly
conserved domain among all of the GT8 proteins
examined. The full-length protein phylogeny (Fig. 1)
has a topology very similar, but not identical, to the
GT8 domain phylogeny (Supplemental Fig. S1). Noteworthy differences in the two topologies include the
following. (1) The GATR clade clusters with the GAUT
clade with a supporting value of 94% in the full-length
protein phylogeny, while in the GT8 domain phylogeny, the GATR clade is basal to GAUT/GATL clades
with 100% supporting value. (2) The GAUT/GATLlike green algal protein (GenBank gi: 145356270) clusters more with GAUT/GATR clades (supporting value
of less than 70%) in the full-length phylogeny, while in
the GT8 domain phylogeny, this green algal protein
clusters with the GATL clade with a supporting value
of 82%. (3) While the PGSIP-B and PGSIP-C clades
cluster together with high statistical support in both
phylogenies, the relationships of these two clades with
the PGSIP-A and GolS clades remain somewhat ambiguous. In the full-length phylogeny, the PGSIP-B and
PGSIP-C clades are clustered with the GolS clade,
while in the GT8 domain phylogeny, the PGSIP-A
clusters loosely with the GolS clade, with a modest
grouping support value of 84%. (4) There are some
subtle differences in subclade clustering between the
full-length sequence and GT8 domain phylogenies.
For example, in the full-length phylogeny, there is no
monocot GAUT12 subcluster but rather two monocot
subclusters in the GAUT13-14 subcluster. In contrast,
Plant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010

in the GT8 domain phylogeny, there are single monocot subclusters in both the GAUT13-14 subcluster and
in the GAUT12 subcluster.
Three Major GT8 Classes in Nature

In order to study the GT8 family in a broader
evolutionary context, larger phylogenetic trees were
generated for the all-GT8 set using both full-length
protein sequences and Pfam GT8 domain regions from
multiple organismal groups, namely plants, animals,
fungi, bacteria, and viruses. The GT8 domain-based
phylogeny is shown in Figure 2, while the full-length
phylogeny is given in Supplemental Figure S2. We
believe the domain phylogeny to be more accurate
because the alignment quality is expected to be better
for conserved domain regions than for full-length protein sequences (Ogden and Rosenberg, 2006; Talavera
and Castresana, 2007), especially when aligning sequences from evolutionarily very distant organisms
such as plants and bacteria. The unrooted tree constructed using the FastTree program (Price et al., 2009;
Fig. 2) revealed that there are three distinct classes of
GT8 proteins in nature.
The first class (I) contains the plant GAUT, GATL,
and GATR clades and one of the green algal GT8
proteins (GenBank gi: 145356270), as shown in Figure
1. In addition, it also contains two metazoan GT8
clades, one of which, named Metazoan-1, is phylogenetically close to the plant GAUT/GATL/GATR
clades, while the other, named Metazoan-2, is phylogenetically quite distant from the plant cell wallrelated clades. Two other eukaryotic proteins in GT8
class I (shown in yellow-green) form a clade with the
green algal protein (GenBank gi: 145356270). One of
them (GenBank gi: 167521964) is from a marine choanoflagellate (Monosiga brevicollis MX1), the closest
known unicellular relative of metazoans (King et al.,
1733
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Figure 2. Phylogeny of the GT8 domains of 918 GT8 proteins. The multiple sequence alignment of the GT8 domains and the
phylogeny reconstructions were performed as described in the legend to Figure 1. Major clades are identified and highlighted by
their names to give clues about their function, species, or taxonomic information.

2008), while the other (GenBank gi: 239893977) is from
a marine intracellular parasite (Perkinsus marinus).
Close to the Metazoan-2 clade are two other eukaryotic
proteins: one (GenBank gi: 219126835) is from Phaeodactylum tricornutum CCAP 1055/1, while the other
(GenBank gi: 209877503) is from Cryptosporidium muris
RN66. More interestingly, a clade of three cyanobacterial proteins (GenBank gi: 254421706, 254423034, and
81299339) from Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335 and Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942 is placed at the base of
the plant GAUT, GATL, GATR, and Metazoan-1 clades,
with a very significant support value of 98%.
The second major class (II) contains the plant GolS
and PGSIP clades as well as GT8 proteins from all the
other organisms such as metazoans, fungi, viruses,
and some bacteria. Note that the plant GolS and PGSIP
proteins are unambiguously split into two distant
clusters in this phylogeny, although they appeared to
be more closely related in Figure 1. This is because the
inclusion of more GT8 sequences from diverse organisms improved the phylogenetic resolution and, thus,
effectively distinguished GolSs from PGSIPs.
1734

The third class (III) of GT8 proteins consists almost
exclusively of bacterial proteins. These proteins are
from diverse types of bacteria, including Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Cyanobacteria, Actinobacteria, and
Bacteroidetes. A few fungal and viral proteins, possibly acquired horizontally from bacteria, are mixed
together with the bacterial GT8 proteins, but no plant
GT8 proteins are included in class III.
In summary, our phylogenetic analyses indicate that
the GT8 family consists of three separate classes of
proteins. Class I and class II contain largely eukaryotic
proteins, while class III consists almost entirely of
bacterial proteins. The plant cell wall-related proteins
are all located in class I.
Rigorous Test of the Cyanobacterial Origin of Plant Cell
Wall Biosynthesis-Related GT8 Genes

The phylogenetic analyses described above using
the FastTree program (Price et al., 2009) placed a
cyanobacterial clade basal to the plant cell wall-related
GT8 proteins (class I; Fig. 2), suggesting that this
Plant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010
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cyanobacterial clade might be a progenitor of the
GAUT, GATL, and GATR proteins. To more rigorously
test this hypothesis by phylogenetic analysis, a statistical test such as a bootstrap or Bayesian approach was
needed to assess the statistical confidence in clustering
the cyanobacterial proteins together with the plant cell
wall-related GT8 proteins. However, it was not possible to use PhyML (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003) or
MrBayes (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003), two of the
most widely used accuracy-oriented phylogeny statistical tests, due to the excessive time and computer
memory required to analyze so many sequences (918
proteins). Therefore, we selected representative sequences from the major clades observed in the tree
(Fig. 2) and used these sequences to perform the
phylogeny reconstruction and associated bootstrap
and Bayesian analyses. Specifically, nine clades in
classes I and II were selected: GAUT, GATL, GATR,
Metazoan-1, Metazoan-2, GolS, and three PGSIP
clades (for details, see “Materials and Methods”).
These clades were selected to specifically test the
cyanobacterial origin of plant class I GT8 proteins.
Consensus sequences were built for each clade based
on the multiple sequence alignment of GT8 domains in
each of the nine selected clades. These consensus
sequences were used as the representative sequences
for their corresponding subfamilies. The reason that
the consensus sequence was chosen to represent a
clade is that a consensus sequence is a way of representing the multiple sequence alignment of all clade
members: the amino acid at each position of the consensus sequence is the most abundant residue found
in that column of the alignment, and the unconserved positions are shown as X. In another words, the
consensus sequence captures the most conserved
amino acid at each position of the clade alignment
and therefore is most representative of the clade at each
position.
An additional five single proteins from the GT8 tree
(Fig. 2) were included in the data set for the rigorous
statistical analyses: the green algal protein (GenBank
gi: 145356270), the choanoflagellate protein (GenBank
gi: 167521964), and one of the three cyanobacterial
proteins (GenBank gi: 81299339) of class I and two GT8
proteins with solved 3D structures, LgtC from Neisseria meningitidis (Protein Data Bank [PDB] code 1GA8;
Persson et al., 2001) and rabbit muscle glycogenin
(PDB code 1LL2; Gibbons et al., 2002). The rabbit
muscle glycogenin is from GT8 class II (Fig. 2) and is
closely related to the plant PGSIP clades of class II.
LgtC is a bacterial galactosyltransferase from GT8
class III. The selection of proteins included in this
analysis covers all major clades in class I, since the goal
was to assess the statistical support of the phylogenetic
relationships of the proteins in class I. The analysis
also included other plant GT8 clades in class II and
some other proteins from the three classes.
The GT8 domains and the full-length proteins from
the nine GT8 consensus sequences, together with those
from the five individual GT8 proteins, were aligned.
Plant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010

Based on this alignment, a maximum likelihood phylogeny with 100 replicate bootstrap analyses was built.
In addition, a Bayesian approach was used to build the
phylogeny and to assess the reliability of the resulting
phylogenetic topology. The results of the phylogeny
reconstructions, in which the class III protein LgtC
from N. meningitidis was used as the outgroup, indicate that the topologies of the two phylogenies (i.e. the
PhyML phylogeny and the MrBayes phylogeny) are
largely similar, while the branch lengths and statistical
supports for the internal nodes are different. The GT8
domain phylogeny (Fig. 3A) clearly shows that the
cyanobacterial GT8 protein is ancestral to all class I
GT8 clades, except for the Metazoan-2 clade, with
good statistical support values by both PhyML and
MrBayes analysis. Furthermore, when the phylogeny
reconstruction was carried out using the full-length
protein sequences instead of the Pfam GT8 domains,
the statistical support for placing the cyanobacterial
protein ancestral to all class I GT8 clades (except for
the Metazoan-2 clade) remained significant (Fig. 3B).
Thus, the statistical phylogenetic analyses strongly
support the hypothesis that the Synechococcus cyanobacterial GT8 protein is directly ancestral to all other
class I GT8 clades, except for Metazoan-2.
Identification of Conserved Sequence Motifs

Our phylogenetic analyses identified three major
classes of GT8 proteins, each of which is divided into
multiple clades containing multiple protein sequences.
Proteins that carry out similar functions often contain
conserved amino acid motifs. Therefore, we examined
the protein alignments of the GT8 proteins to identify amino acid motifs that are conserved within and
across clades, with particular emphasis on motifs that
may relate the plant proteins in classes I and II to cell
wall synthesis and provide insights into protein function. To this end, the multiple sequence alignments of
the GT8 domains of the aforementioned 14 amino acid
sequences, which contain the consensus sequences of
nine GT8 clades and five individual GT8 sequences,
were scanned for conserved amino acid domains. This
was preferable to using the entire list of 918 GT8
sequences, because there is no straightforward way to
display an alignment with hundreds of sequences that
facilitates the identification of conserved motifs, and
because each consensus sequence of the nine clades
already captured all the sequence motifs of the clade in
a simplified fashion. Therefore, the multiple sequence
alignments of the consensus sequences were inspected
to identify motifs that are conserved across all clades
and to identify those motifs that are specific to plant
cell wall-related clades.
Figure 4 shows the multiple sequence alignment,
in which we also included the GT8 domain of the
Arabidopsis GAUT1 protein (positions 334–647 of
AtGAUT1/AT3G61130.1) as a reference, to locate the
conserved motifs. Three secondary structures were
also mapped onto the alignment: two were extracted
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Figure 3. The maximum likelihood phylogeny of 14 representative GT8 amino acid sequences. LgtC, cyanobacteria, green alga,
choanoflagellate, and rabbit glycogenin are five individual proteins taken from Figure 2, and the others are consensus sequences
extracted from nine clades. A, The sequences used are the GT8 domain regions. B, The sequences used are the full-length
proteins. The multiple sequence alignment of these sequences was used to build this phylogeny with 100 bootstrap analyses by
PhyML version 3.0 (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003). Bayesian analysis was also performed with 1,000,000 generations using
MrBayes version 3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003). Bootstrap/Bayesian probability values of greater than 50% are shown
beside each node.

from known GT8 PDB structures, LgtC (PDB code
1GA8; Persson et al., 2001) and rabbit muscle glycogenin (PDB code LL2; Gibbons et al., 2002), and
one was extracted from a predicted 3D structure of
AtGAUT1 (see below for details). Inspection of this
alignment revealed both broadly conserved sequence
domains and clade-specific sequence domains, highlighted in the alignment using triangles and stars,
respectively. These conserved amino acid sequences
include the DxD, HxxGxxKPW, and GLG motifs that
were identified previously (Sterling et al., 2006) and
three newly identified conserved amino acid sequence
motifs (Fig. 5). Considering that each consensus sequence captures only the most frequent residue in
each position, the original multiple sequence alignments of all of the individual proteins in the nine
clades were inspected at each of the conserved sites to
identify all of the amino acids in each column of the
alignment in the conserved domains. This analysis, as
summarized in Figures 4 and 5, identifies the DxD and
HxxGxxKPW motifs as generally conserved across all
GT8 clades, while the other four conserved motifs
show both class-specific and clade-specific variations.
Prediction of the 3D Structure of AtGAUT1

The mapping of specifically identified sequence
motifs onto the 3D structure of a relevant protein
can, in some cases, provide insights into the possible
functions of particular structural domains and amino
acids within the protein. Toward this end, a structural
prediction was done for AtGAUT1 using the LgtC
structure 1GA8 (Persson et al., 2001) and the rabbit
glycogenin structure 1LL2 (Gibbons et al., 2002) as the
structural templates (for details, see “Materials and
Methods”). Nine different protein-threading methods
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(Wu and Zhang, 2007) were used to identify the
structurally similar templates of the AtGAUT1 GT8
domain (positions 334–647), and all nine programs
indicated that the best template is 1GA8, a retaining
a-1,4-galactosyltransferase (LgtC) involved in lipooligosaccharide synthesis in N. meningitidis, followed
by 1LL2, a rabbit glycogenin, which are the only two
solved GT8 structures in the PDB database. The
predicted 3D structure of the C-terminal domain of
AtGAUT1 (positions 367–647) superimposed on the
1GA8 structure of LgtC (Persson et al., 2001) is shown
in Figure 6. There is a good match between the
structures, with the exception of AtGAUT1 a-helix 3,
LgtC a-helix 12, and the more flexible region near the
acceptor binding site. The root mean square deviation
between the two structures is 1.45 Å for 234 aligned
residues (281 amino acids of GAUT1 and 271 amino
acids of LgtC).
Mapping Sequence Motifs onto the Predicted AtGAUT1
3D Structure

The conserved amino acid motifs (Fig. 5) identified
above were mapped onto the predicted structure of
the AtGAUT1 GT8 domain, with the conserved amino
acid positions highlighted using different colors by the
ConSurf server (Landau et al., 2005). Examination of
the predicted AtGAUT1 structure (Fig. 7A) using the
information provided by the amino acid alignment
(Fig. 4) reveals that most of the well-aligned regions
are involved in forming a structural pocket in the
protein structure (ligands in 1GA8 structure of LgtC
are superimposed in Fig. 7, A and B). The root mean
square deviation between the conserved binding
pocket in the predicted structure for AtGAUT1 (Fig.
7B) and the structure of LgtC is 0.7 Å. These regions
Plant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010
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Figure 4. (Legend appears on following page.)
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Figure 5. Conserved sequence motifs identified in the nine GT8 subfamilies of GT8
classes I and II. The positions of the motifs
in the predicted secondary structure of
AtGAUT1 are listed (see Fig. 4). A, The DxD
and HxxGxxKPW motifs are relatively conserved across all clades. B, The motifs are
distinct for class I (in some cases except for
Metazoan-2) and class II. In both A and B, the
first row shows the identified motifs, and rows
3 to 11 show the sequence logo of the motifs
(extended in both ends in some cases) derived
from the multiple sequence alignment of all
members of each clade. The sequence logo
was made using the WebLogo 3 server
(Crooks et al., 2004). A dash means that no
motif was found in the corresponding position.

include residues 42 to 69 (a1 and b2), 144 to 191 (a6–7,
b5–6, a8, and b7), 221 to 235 (b8 and a10), 255 to 268
(a12), and 265 to 277 (b10), using the amino acid
coordinates of the AtGAUT1 GT8 domain. Furthermore, for amino acids in the pocket-forming helices,
those inside the pocket tend to be more conserved than
those outside the pocket (Fig. 7B). On the other hand,
the weakly aligned regions, highlighted in the predicted structure with green and yellow colors (Fig. 7C),
lie away from the structural pocket described above.
It is noteworthy that the weakly aligned yellow regions in the predicted AtGAUT1 structure correspond
to three segments in glycogenin (PDB code 1LL2; shaded
with the yellow background in Figs. 4 and 7, A and C)
that have been reported to be involved in dimer
protein-protein interactions (Gibbons et al., 2002).
The conserved structural pocket on AtGAUT1 includes two generally conserved motifs in GT8 proteins
that are located very close to each other (Fig. 7D): DxD
and HxxGxxKPW (positions 165–167 and 302–310,

respectively, of AtGAUT1 in Fig. 4). The close proximity of these two motifs suggests that there is coordination between the two motifs during the enzymatic
reaction. Indeed, the DxD motif has been found to be
conserved across diverse GT families (Wiggins and
Munro, 1998) and is thought to be involved in interacting with Mn2+ and binding to nucleoside diphosphate (NDP)-sugar donors (Persson et al., 2001;
Gibbons et al., 2002). The HxxGxxKPW motif had
been identified previously by studying the alignment
of 25 Arabidopsis GAUT and GATL sequences and is
suggested to be part of the catalytic site of the enzyme
(Sterling et al., 2006). Interestingly, our analyses (Figs.
4 and 5) indicate that this motif is present across most
GT8 clades of classes I and II except for (1) the
Metazoan-2 clade, for which only the H and K residues
are conserved; (2) the PGSIP-C clade, for which only
the KPW are conserved; and (3) the GolS clade, for
which two additional amino acids are inserted between H and G. It has been suggested previously that

Figure 4. The multiple sequence alignment of 15 GT8 sequences. The 14 sequences from Figure 3 and the GT8 domain of
AtGAUT1 were used to build this alignment using the MAFFT program (Katoh et al., 2005). The LgtC, cyanobacterium, green
alga, choanoflagellate, and rabbit glycogenin are five individual proteins taken from Figure 2, while the others are consensus
sequences extracted from nine clades as described in the text. X in the nine consensus sequences indicates a position that is not
conserved in that clade. The graphical display of this alignment was generated, along with the added secondary structures above
the alignment, using the ESPript Web server (Gouet et al., 2003). On the left, the sequence names in red, blue, and green indicate
that they are from class I, II, and III, respectively. The regions shaded with yellow background in glycogenin (1LL2) are involved in
forming a dimer complex (Gibbons et al., 2002). The most highly conserved sequence positions are marked with triangles at the
bottom of the corresponding columns, while those that are different between class I (excluding Metazoan-2) and class II are
marked with stars. The secondary structures indicated were extracted from the known GT8 PDB structures of LgtC (PDB code
1GA8; Persson et al., 2001) and glycogenin (PDB code 1LL2; Gibbons et al., 2002) or from a predicted 3D structure of AtGAUT1.
Secondary structure symbols are as follows: b, b-sheet; a, a-helix; TT, strict b turns; TTT, strict a turns; h, 310 helices. The number
associated with the secondary structure symbol represents the position of that type of secondary structure in each protein starting
from the N terminus. The numbers associated with amino acid position are for the AtGAUT1 structure, with number 1 in the
predicted structure being amino acid number 334 in the full-length protein.
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clade of class I. Furthermore, there is an EQD motif
in the corresponding positions in the GolS clade,
DQG in the PGSIP clades and rabbit glycogenin, and
DQD in LgtC of class III.
Two additional motifs are listed in Figure 5 that are
different between class I and class II proteins and are
also different between many of the clades in each class,
suggesting that these motifs may be associated with
clade-specific functions. In addition, there are even
more amino acid positions highlighted with stars in
Figure 4. All of these motifs and single positions are
relatively less conserved and less discussed in the
literature, but our multiple sequence alignment and
structural mapping suggest that they are either involved in forming the binding pocket or presumably
involved in other functions such as protein-protein
interactions.

DISCUSSION
Figure 6. The predicted 3D structure of the GT8 domain of AtGAUT1
superimposed on the 1GA8 structure of LgtC. The predicted AtGAUT1
structure is shown in red, the structure of LgtC (Persson et al., 2001) is
shown in blue, and the locations of the UDP-Gal substrate and the
lactose portion of the acceptor for LgtC are shown in cyan and green,
respectively. The GT8 domain of AtGAUT1 (amino acids 367–647) was
used for the prediction using the I-TASSER prediction server (Zhang,
2008). PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org/) was used to generate the
figure.

the H residue in HxxGxxKPW is involved in coordinating with Mn2+ and that the G and K are involved in
interacting with the NDP-sugar donor (Persson et al.,
2001; Gibbons et al., 2002). Both of these motifs are
also found in the five individual proteins included in
the detailed alignment analysis (Fig. 4), including
the cyanobacterial protein (GenBank gi: 81299339)
and the GATL-like green algal protein (GenBank gi:
145356270).
The GLG motif (positions 283–285 of AtGAUT1 in
Fig. 4), which is different between class I and class II,
was also identified previously (Sterling et al., 2006).
Our analysis demonstrates that this motif is also
present in the GATR clade. However, the GLG motif
is modified to HLG in the Metazoan-1 clade, to GVG in
the green algal protein, and to GYG in the cyanobacterial protein, while it is absent in the Metazoan-2
clade (Figs. 4 and 5). Unlike DxD and HxxGxxKPW,
the GLG motif is exposed on the surface of the
AtGAUT1 structure between b9 and a13, as highlighted using blue balls and sticks in Figure 7C.
The LPP motif is located at positions 261 to 263 of
AtGAUT1 (Fig. 4). This motif is present across all
GAUT and GATL proteins but is modified to QPP in
the GATR clade and the green algal protein, to TPP in
the Metazoan-1 clade, and to QPI in the choanoflagellate protein (Figs. 4 and 5). Interestingly, this motif is
replaced by the DEA motif in the cyanobacterial
protein and by the DQD motif in the Metazoan-2
Plant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010

This study reports, to our knowledge, the first systematic and large-scale bioinformatic analysis of CAZy
family GT8 proteins. Our study screened 15 completely
sequenced plant and algal genomes, as well as the
NCBI-nr database, to identify GT8 proteins. This comprehensive bioinformatic analysis of the GT8 family
has provided novel observations about the GT8 family
as a whole, identifying three distinct GT8 protein
classes: class I, which includes the plant cell wall
biosynthesis-related GAUT/GATL/GATR proteins;
class II, which contains the GolS and PGSIP proteins; and class III, which is composed largely of
bacterial GT8 proteins. The results presented here
also identify a putative cyanobacterial progenitor to
the GAUTs, GATLs, and GATRs. Finally, our analyses
have identified several family-wide and clade-specific
conserved sequence motifs whose locations in a predicted 3D structure of AtGAUT1 provide new insights
into possible functional domains on this cell wall
biosynthetic GT8 enzyme.
Plant GAUT/GATL/GATR Clades and GolS/PGSIP
Clades Have Distinct Bacterial Origins

This large-scale phylogenetic analysis, which included both plant and nonplant GT8 proteins, revealed three major classes of GT8 proteins (Fig. 2), of
which class III is composed almost exclusively of
bacterial proteins. Class III also includes a small
number of fungal and viral proteins and one Archaea
protein (GenBank gi: 222444928), and it is possible
that these organisms acquired their GT8 proteins
from bacteria. The bacterial proteins in class III are
from diverse bacterial phyla, including Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria, Cyanobacteria, and Spirochaetes, suggesting that GT8
is a very ancient glycosyltransferase family that
evolved before all of these different bacterial phyla
had diverged from one another, which may be bil1739
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Figure 7. The predicted 3D structure of the GT8 domain of AtGAUT1. The GT8 domain of AtGAUT1 (amino acids 367–647) was
used for the prediction as described in “Materials and Methods.” The resulting PDB format file, the multiple sequence alignment
shown in Figure 4, and a phylogeny inferred from the alignment were taken as inputs to the ConSurf server (Landau et al., 2005)
to calculate a conservation score for each amino acid position in AtGAUT1. PyMOL (Delano, 2002) was used to generate the
structures, with colors ranging from blue to red reflecting the conservation scores by the ConSurf prediction. A, The predicted 3D
structure of AtGAUT1. The N and C termini are indicated. The UDP-Gal substrate and the lactose portion of the acceptor for LgtC
are shown, in blue and green, respectively, in the binding pocket of the predicted structure. The yellow regions represent those
that are shown with yellow background in glycogenin (1LL2) in Figure 4. The secondary structures of AtGAUT1 are highlighted
with a for a-helix and b for b-sheet and are numbered from the N- to the C-terminal end of the threaded structure. B, The wellaligned regions shown in Figure 4 were extracted from the whole 3D structure. The binding pocket with the UDP-Gal substrate of
LgtC is shown as described in A. The secondary structures of AtGAUT1 are indicated with a for a-helix and b for b-sheet and are
numbered from the N- to the C-terminal end of the threaded structure. C, The weakly aligned regions are highlighted using green
and yellow colors. The yellow regions represent those that are shown with yellow background in glycogenin (1LL2) in Figure 4.
The GLG motif is highlighted in blue, and the relevant residues are displayed as balls and sticks. D, The conserved DxD motif and
HxxGxxKPW motif are close to each other in the 3D space. The relevant key residues are displayed as sticks. The distances in the
3D space between residues are indicated.

lions of years ago (Cavalier-Smith, 2006). Hence,
class III represents an ancestral GT8 gene pool from
which the other two classes, consisting mostly of
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eukaryotic proteins, have evolved more recently.
This is consistent with the ancient appearance of
bacteria and the contributions of bacteria to the orPlant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010
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igin of eukaryotes (Alberts et al., 2007; de Duve,
2007).
Interestingly, one cyanobacterial clade is clustered
within class I and is basal to the plant cell wall
synthesis-related GAUT/GATL/GATR clades and to
the Metazoan-1 clade (Fig. 2). This placement of the
cyanobacterial clade was confirmed by more rigorous phylogenetic analyses (Fig. 3) using two additional accuracy-oriented phylogeny reconstruction
programs. This strongly suggests that an ancient cyanobacterium contributed to the origin of plant class I
clades and is consistent with the proposal that cyanobacteria have played a major role in the origination of
plants by an ancient endosymbiosis event that gave
rise to chloroplasts (McFadden, 2001). The hypothesis
of the cyanobacterial origin of plant cell wall-related
GT8 genes is further supported by our sequence motif
analysis, which shows that the cyanobacterial GT8
proteins share three class I-specific motifs (Fig. 5) that
are distinct from motifs found in classes II and III
(Fig. 4).
The basal position of the cyanobacterial clade
within GT8 class I has fundamental significance
with regard to the origin of plant cell walls. It has
been shown that cyanobacterial cellulose synthases
are evolutionarily closer to plant cellulose synthases
and to some hemicellulose backbone synthases (e.g.
the cellulose synthase-like/CSL families) than to the
other bacterial cellulose synthases (Nobles et al.,
2001; Nobles and Brown, 2004). Together with our
findings reported here, this suggests that the key
progenitor enzymes responsible for the biosynthesis
of the backbones of all three of the major classes of
plant cell wall polysaccharides (i.e. celluloses, hemicelluloses, and pectins) were in existence anciently in
the bacterial world and that at least some of them
were subsequently transferred into plants, possibly
at, or after the time of, the establishment of plastids
(or cyanobacterial endosymbionts) in the ancestral
plant.
It is noteworthy that the other plant GT8 clades, that
is, the GolS and PGSIP clades, reside in the distinct
class II along with clades from other eukaryotes, viruses, and bacteria (Fig. 2). The bacterial clade in class
II is composed of proteins exclusively from Alphaproteobacteria and clusters with the plant PGSIP-A
clade. This suggests that PGSIP-A may have been
acquired by plants from Alphaproteobacteria anciently via a horizontal gene-transfer event, which
conforms to the well-documented hypothesis that
some Alphaproteobacteria are the progenitor of mitochondria (Gray et al., 1999) and contributed genes to
the ancient eukaryotes through endosymbiotic gene
transfer (Timmis et al., 2004). However, the possibility
cannot be ruled out that ancient plants have contributed
genes to Alphaproteobacteria via horizontal gene transfer in the other direction. The observation that the three
plant PGSIP clades cluster with different nonplant
clades suggests that they diverged very anciently and
may have distinct origins.
Plant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010

Our phylogenetic analyses also provide direct phylogenetic evidence to support splitting or subdividing
the GT8 family into distinct groupings according to
the three major classes identified in this study (Figs. 1
and 2; Supplemental Figs. S1 and S2), as has been
suggested previously (Sterling et al., 2006). In particular, the two classes (I and II) that contain plant GT8
proteins have distinct evolutionary origins from the
bacteria-dominated class III, as noted above.
The Clade and Subclade Diversification of the Plant
GT8s in Classes I and II Occurred Prior to the Emergence
of Angiosperms

The positioning of green algal and moss proteins on
the GT8 phylogenetic tree suggests that a significant
part of the diversification of plant GT8 proteins occurred before the appearance of angiosperms. Thus,
the clustering of two green algal proteins with the
GAUT/GATL and PGSIP-B clades, respectively, suggests that these algal proteins represent the ancestral
orthologs of all land plant GAUT/GATL and PGSIP-B
proteins, respectively. This, in turn, suggests that,
although the GAUT and GATL clades are evolutionarily closer to each other than to the GolS/PGSIP
clades, they very likely diverged before land plants
appeared.
The phylogenetic analyses also suggest that subclades observed within most of plant clades in class I
and class II diverged before the emergence of angiosperms. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the GAUT
clade is composed of seven subclades, each of which
is supported by a significant supporting value
(greater than 80%), except for the clade containing
AtGAUT1 to AtGAUT3 (79%). Four of these subclades
(those containing AtGAUT1 to AtGAUT3, AtGAUT8,
AtGAUT10 and AtGAUT11, and AtGAUT12 to
AtGAUT15) include proteins from moss or spike
moss or both. Furthermore, the moss GAUT proteins
tend to be located at basal positions in each of the four
GAUT subclades in which they occur. Similarly, there
are five moss GATLs that are positioned basally to all
of the higher plant GATL clades. The basal positioning
of these moss proteins in these GAUT and GATL
clades and subclades suggests that the diversification
of these protein families took place early in the evolution of land plants. Lastly, there are moss proteins
positioned basally with respect to each of the three
PGSIP clades and the GolS clade within class II, again
supporting an early divergence of these protein families in plant evolution. Furthermore, the presence of
basal moss proteins in the phylogeny suggests that the
proteins in the three PGSIP clades might have divergent functions. Interestingly, AtPGSIP1 and AtPGSIP3
have been found to be coexpressed with the cellulose
synthase gene IRX3/CesA7, which is involved in
secondary cell wall synthesis (Brown et al., 2005),
raising the possibility that at least some members of
the PGSIP-A clade may be directly or indirectly involved in plant cell wall biosynthesis.
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Plant GT8 Proteins Are Involved in Diverse Biological
Processes with the GAUTs, GATLs, GATRs, and One
Green Algae Protein Grouped into the Distinct Plant Cell
Wall-Related Class I

Our phylogenetic analyses (Fig. 1; Supplemental
Fig. S1) identified seven plant GT8 clades: the GAUT,
GATL, GATR, GolS, and three PGSIP clades. The
different plant GT8 clades have been shown or implicated to be involved in various polysaccharide and
glycoconjugate biosynthetic processes in plants. For
example, some GAUTs are proven (Sterling et al.,
2006) and putative pectin a-galacturonosyltransferases (Bouton et al., 2002; Orfila et al., 2005; Persson
et al., 2007; Caffall et al., 2009). Other GAUTs and
GATLs are proposed to be involved in plant cell
wall-related polysaccharide (pectin and xylan) synthesis, although for most, the specific enzyme activity
remains to be determined (Brown et al., 2007; Lee et al.,
2007b). In contrast, the PGSIP genes are proposed to be
a-glucosyltransferases involved in the initiation of
starch synthesis, which entails both protein and oligosaccharide glycosylation (Chatterjee et al., 2005), while
the GolS genes are a-galactosyltransferases that add
Gal onto myoinositol to initiate raffinose and stachyose synthesis (Taji et al., 2002). Thus, the acceptors
used by the plant GT8 proteins vary widely, as do the
types of nucleotide-sugar donor substrates (i.e. GalA,
Gal, or Glc). However, the a-anomeric configuration
and the retaining enzyme mechanism appear to be
conserved in the family.
An original goal of this study was to determine the
relatedness of the non-GAUT/GATL GT8 family
clades to the GAUT and GATL genes in order to
identify any closely related GT8 family members that
might have glycan or glycoconjugate biosynthetic
function(s) and/or mechanism(s) applicable to the
GAUTs/GATLs. Such information was deemed useful
due to the large diversity in substrate and acceptor
specificities and glycan biosynthetic strategies used by
the members of diverse GT8 clades. The results of this
study show that the GAUT and GATL proteins fall into
a distinct GT8 family class (class I) that is clearly
distinguishable from the GolS and PGSIP clades (class
II) and from the bacterial GT8 proteins (class III). This
finding reduces the likelihood that a high degree of
similarity in acceptor-substrate and/or overall biosynthetic strategies exists between the proteins in these
distinct GT8 classes.
The GATR clade, which contains moss proteins
and at least one green algae protein, was found to
be phylogenetically close to the GAUT/GATL clades
(Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S1). The close evolutionary
relatedness of the GATR and green algal proteins to
the GAUT and GATL clades, which are involved in the
synthesis of pectins and possibly other wall polysaccharides, is reasonable since pectic polysaccharides
and GalA have been found in both mosses and green
algae (both Charophytes and Chlorophytes), at least at
low concentrations (Popper and Fry, 2003; Popper,
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2008). The sharp increase in the numbers of GAUTs
and GATLs from lower plants to higher plants suggests that these clades have important roles in plants
as they adjusted to living on land and adopting an
upright growth habit with increased size.
Functional Implications from Structural Analyses of
Conserved Sequence Motifs Mapped onto the Predicted
AtGAUT1 3D Structure

Our motif search (Figs. 4 and 5) and structural
analysis of motifs in the context of the predicted
AtGAUT1 structure (Fig. 7) provide several novel insights into the functions of plant cell wall synthesisrelated GT8 proteins. For example, the GLG motif
(Figs. 4, 5, and 7C) and its modified version, HLG, are
found in all class I clades except for Metazoan-2, and
this motif is predicted to reside on the surface of the
AtGAUT1 protein (Fig. 7). In addition, a W residue,
three or six amino acids upstream from the [G,H]LG
motif, is found to be highly conserved across almost all
class I GT8 proteins (Figs. 4 and 5). In contrast, this
motif is completely missing in proteins of classes II
and III (Figs. 4 and 5). Interestingly, the corresponding
region in glycogenin (1LL2) of class II is involved in
protein-protein interactions during dimer formation
(Gibbons et al., 2002), suggesting that the GLG motif
might play a similar functional role that is specific to
all of the plant class I GT8 proteins, including the
GAUTs/GATLs.
Another example is the helix (a12) that intrudes into
the presumed substrate-binding pocket of AtGAUT1
(Figs. 6 and 7; Supplemental Fig. S3). This helix contains the [L,Q,T]PP motif that is conserved in many
clades of class I, including the GAUT/GATL clades
(Fig. 4). The corresponding motif is DQG and DQD in
rabbit glycogenin (Gibbons et al., 2002) and LgtC
(Persson et al., 2001), respectively. In both solved
glycogenin and LgtC PDB structures, this motif is
believed to be involved in the interaction of the protein with the sugar group of the NDP-sugar ligand.
Specifically, the side chain oxygen of Q (Gln) has
been proposed to be a nucleophilic acceptor involved
in formation of the glycosyl-enzyme intermediate,
thereby temporally accepting the monosaccharide
from the NDP-sugar donor and subsequently transferring it to the final oligosaccharide acceptor (Persson
et al., 2001; Gibbons et al., 2002). Although a role for Q
as a nucleophile is unusual, the arguments and data in
support of such a role in LgtC are strong (Persson
et al., 2001). It would be unexpected that P or L in the
similarly positioned LPP motif in AtGAUT1 would
function as a nucleophile.
Interestingly, however, there is a Thr (T) immediately N terminal to the L in the LPP motif of AtGAUT1
(Fig. 4). Thr, like Gln, is uncharged but polar. This T is
the closest residue to the sugar group of the donor
ligand in 3D space and is conserved in all GAUTs
except for GAUT5, GAUT7, and GAUT15. The corresponding position in the GATLs is occupied by S,
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which is generally functionally similar to T and is
completely conserved in the GATLs. It is tempting to
speculate that this T or S may serve as the nucleophilic
acceptor in the GAUTs or GATLs. However, if this is
true, then it would be unlikely that GAUT5, GAUT7,
or GAUT15 would be catalytically active, since they
contain G, A, or A, respectively, in the comparable
position. In this respect, it is noteworthy that attempts
to recover galacturonosyltransferase activity from
heterologously expressed GAUT7, expressed under
conditions that allow GAUT1 activity, have been unsuccessful (Sterling et al., 2006), suggesting that
GAUT7 itself may not be catalytically active. There
have been no reports on the enzyme activity of GAUT5
or GAUT15; thus, whether or not these GAUTs are
catalytically active remains to be determined. The
conservation of the [L,Q,T]PP motif in many class I
proteins and its location in the 3D structure suggest
that it plays some important role(s) in maintaining
the integrity of the binding pocket and/or in catalysis. Future experimental studies are clearly needed
to determine the role, if any, of this motif in class I
enzymatic function.
GAUT1 catalyzes the addition of GalA from UDPGalA onto growing a-1,4-linked homogalacturonan
oligosaccharide and polysaccharide acceptors (Sterling
et al., 2006; Mohnen, 2008). Thus, it might be expected
that the acceptor-binding pocket would be lined
with positively charged amino acids. Inspection of
the electrostatic potential surface of the predicted
GAUT1 structure does indeed identify an extensive
patch of positively charged amino acids in the vicinity
of where the acceptor may be expected to lie (Supplemental Fig. S3). However, the exact location of the
homogalacturonan acceptor, which is significantly different from the lactosyl moiety of the LgtC lipooligosaccharide acceptor that is shown superimposed on
the GAUT1 structure in Figures 6 and 7 and Supplemental Figure S3, remains to be determined. Furthermore, this region of the GAUT1 structure is
flexible and also is the same region known to be
involved in dimer formation in glycogenin (1LL2;
Gibbons et al., 2002). An understanding of the position
and mechanism whereby GAUT1 binds acceptor
oligogalacturonides or larger homogalacturonan
stretches awaits further experimentation.

CONCLUSION

In summary, this study makes three major contributions to our understanding of CAZy family GT8. (1)
We provide strong phylogenetic evidence to support a
subdivision of the GT8 family into three classes, with
the cell wall biosynthesis-related GAUTs/GATLs in
class I, the GolSs and PGSIPs in class II, and with class
III composed largely of bacterial GT8 proteins. (2) We
identified a Synechococcus cyanobacterial GT8 protein
as a putative progenitor for all GAUTs and GATLs. (3)
We identified conserved sequence motifs and mapped
Plant Physiol. Vol. 153, 2010

them onto the predicted 3D structure of AtGAUT1,
providing a wealth of information for use in forming
hypotheses regarding specific amino acid functions in
GAUT1 catalysis and substrate binding. Our computational study has improved our understanding of
this important cell wall biosynthesis-related enzyme
family in terms of both evolution and function, and
provides a firm foundation for future hypotheses and
experimental studies directed toward delineating the
structure and function of diverse GAUTs and GATLs
as well as other GT8 family members.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Sources
The 15 target genomes, predicted genes, and translated protein data were
downloaded from various sources, as specified in Table I. The NCBI-nr
database was downloaded at ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/blast/db/FASTA/ as of
December 12, 2009. The 41 Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) GT8 gene
accession numbers were obtained from http://cellwall.genomics.purdue.
edu/families/2-3-1.html (Yong et al., 2005). Sequences from the 41 proteins
were either collected from Sterling et al. (2006) or from the CAZy database
(Coutinho et al., 2003).

Homolog Search
We ran the hmmsearch command of the HMMER package (Eddy, 1998) by
querying the Pfam Glyco_transf_8 (PF01501) Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
in ls mode (global with respect to query domain and local with respect to hit
protein; for details, see the manual of the HMMER package) against the 15
fully sequenced plant and algal genomes (their protein data set) as well as
against the NCBI-nr database. An E-value cutoff of #1e-2 was adopted to
identify significant protein matches. Using this cutoff, all previously known
Arabidopsis proteins were identified and no Arabidopsis false-positive proteins were found (Sterling et al., 2006; Penning et al., 2009).
The CD-HIT program (Li and Godzik, 2006) was used to remove redundant protein sequences in a data set. If any two proteins in the data set were
found to be 90% identical, only the longer one was kept (for details, see the
user guide of CD-HIT).

Phylogenetic Analysis
For all analyses, multiple protein sequence alignments were performed
using the MAFFT version 6.603 program (Katoh et al., 2005), employing
L-INS-I, which is considered to be one of the most accurate multiple protein
sequence alignment methods available (Ahola et al., 2006; Nuin et al., 2006).
Unless otherwise indicated, phylogenies shown in this article were constructed using the FastTree version 2.1.1 program (Price et al., 2009), which
implements an ultrafast and fairly accurate approximate maximum likelihood
method. The accuracy of FastTree version 2.1.1 phylogeny is considered to be
slightly better than PhyML version 3.0, with minimum-evolution nearestneighbor interchanges moves, and is 100 to 1,000 times faster and requires
much less computer memory (http://www.microbesonline.org/fasttree/).
FastTree analyses were conducted with default parameters; specifically, the
amino acid substitution matrix was JTT, the number of rate categories of sites
(CAT model) was 20, and the local support values of each node were
computed by resampling the site likelihoods 1,000 times and performing the
Shimodaira Hasegawa test.
Selected phylogenies were reconstructed using either maximum likelihood
or Bayesian methods. Maximum likelihood phylogenies were built using
PhyML version 3.0 (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003). Specifically, PhyML analyses
were conducted with the JTT model, 100 replicates of bootstrap analyses, esimated proportion of invariable sites, four rate categories, estimated gamma
distribution parameter, and optimized starting BIONJ tree. Bayesian phylogenies were built using MrBayes version 3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck,
2003). MrBayes analyses were conducted with a mixed amino acid model
estimated in the run, estimated proportion of invariable sites, estimated
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gamma distribution parameter, and 1,000,000 generations. In addition to
maximum likelihood and Bayesian phylogenetic analyses, there are other
phylogeny reconstruction algorithms, including neighbor-joining, maximum
parsimony, and unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean. However, it is generally known that these algorithms are less accurate than maximum likelihood and Bayesian analyses (Hall, 2005; Ogden and Rosenberg,
2006); thus, they were not used in this study.

Construction of Consensus Sequences for Selected
Protein Subfamilies
Consensus sequences were calculated for nine GT8 subfamilies (GAUT,
GATL, GATR, Metazoan-1, Metazoan-2, GolS, and three PGSIP clades) by
running the cons command in the EMBOSS version 2.8.0 package, with the
multiple sequence alignment of all protein members of each clade as the input.

Structural Prediction
The I-TASSER server (Zhang, 2008) was used to predict the protein
structure for AtGAUT1. I-TASSER is one of the best protein structure prediction servers according to the recent worldwide experiments on critical
assessment of techniques for protein structure prediction (Kopp et al., 2007;
Cozzetto et al., 2009). The submitted sequence (the Pfam domain region of
AtGAUT1, amino acid residues 334–647 of AT3G61130.1) first underwent
multiple threading at LOMETS (Wu and Zhang, 2007), a meta-threading sever
with nine locally installed threading programs, to identify structurally similar
templates from PDB. It was found that PDB proteins LgtC (1GA8; Persson
et al., 2001) and glycogenin (1LL2; Gibbons et al., 2002) were always the top
two structural templates for the queried AtGAUT1 protein. Consensus targettemplate alignments from these threading programs were then collected and
submitted for iterative structure refinement. An initial threaded AtGAUT1
structure was generated using amino acids 334 to 367. However, it was
determined that the N-terminal 33 amino acids of the AtGAUT1 pfam domain
constituted a loop region that did not align to the LgtC (1GA8) template in the
structural alignment. Thus, the 33-amino acid N-terminal loop region of the
AtGAUT1 pfam region was removed and the threading was redone using
amino acids 367 to 647, to yield the AtGAUT1 structures shown in Figures
6 and 7 and Supplemental Figure S3. The two threaded structures were
compared, and it was confirmed that there were no differences between
the AtGAUT1 334 to 367 and 367 to 647 threaded structures, except for the
N-terminal loop. Final atomic details were built through optimization of the
hydrogen-bonding network.

Supplemental Data
The following materials are available in the online version of this article.
Supplemental Figure S1. Phylogeny of the Pfam GT8 domains of 378 plant
and algal GT8 proteins.
Supplemental Figure S2. Phylogeny of 918 full-length GT8 proteins.
Supplemental Figure S3. Electrostatic surface of the predicted structure of
AtGAUT1.
Supplemental Table S1. Part a, 378 plant GT8 proteins from 15 plant
genomes; part b, 918 nonredundant GT8 family protein sequences.
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